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.ITffACA COLL~E, l'J'.lJAcA-NEW Y9RK 
.'-· 
Student suspended 
o,i plagiarism charge· 
" ... the Cowt finds_you guilty as ·charged and suspends you _ 
from Ithaca College for one year. This ·means you may not reapply 
until"Springsemester, 1976 ... " . -
Deputy carnpus.j_udicial administr?,tor Dave Knowlton read ~he 
sentencing to an Ithaca College sophomore in. an open court heanng 
Pecembei:-17. The stude!!t had P.leade,d guilty·to charges 1.1.2 and 
1. LS in the IC Judicial..Co.de, both dealing with plagiarism. 
According to his test,imony, the sty.dent is found guilty. 
the student was feeling -quite a Het:!!, · he was sentenced to 
. bit- of pressure due to his suspension for one year. He can 
academjc· load and not reapply .·until Spring 
e~tracurricular interests. Starting semester-, 1976. At that tim·e, his 
the semester with 22 credits, he previous records will be carefully 
eventually dropped to 15, but considered by· :Ute Academic 
was also active in sports. Standards Comm it tee before his 
W it h a dead 1-i- ne readmittance. 
• _app~oaching, he sent away ro a This is not the normal 
mail~order term· paper company, procedure -with every plagiarism 
Research Associates, in case. Each~ one · is handled 
California. The paper. that came individually and the penalty may 
,back and which he handed "in as not always be the .same with 
his own wotk, was plagiarized each case. . _., 
heavily fro~ one b.Qok, with_ no lth~ca College.~ in touch 
references to the book at all. · · -- with . the-. New-~ .Yoik :-state·-
. - , T~e -studen~,had tiot 3:>_!ced - a ttoriiey · general's offi.-;;e 
the teacher fo_l an extension_ on concerning possible _action 
the paper. -W!ten the professor against'-itesearch -Associates. A 
- confron!ed · him with the, New York law, effective July, 1, 
plagiapzed work, the studenf t:972;- makes-it illegal to sell pr 
admitted to ':wliat he had done. ·offer ' for sale· "dissertations, 
. The normal . p~nalty "for ' theses, -term papers, essays or 
plagiarism at _most other colleges reports" to anyone enrolled at 
-and universitieli ~ e~pulsion if an educational institution." 
101-h Floo.r · -evicted-
. . 
TANUARJ' 1~, l975 VOLUl\·:E 48/No 14 
S~O.S. Acls: 
Meaf- plan ~nder qgestion 
S.O.S. membel1-(from left to right) Chuck Goldman, Andy Abrams Marc 
Greenwald, ·Jon Jelling, and ~~rry Holland. ' 
By Mark Engstrom 
How many times have you 
ever eaten . a Saga meal and 
·complained? Chances are, if you 
are like most Ithaca College 
students, it has been more than 
once. 
Recently a smjlll group of 
students has grow11 tired of just 
compla.ining amongst 
themselves, and have taken their 
grievances to the management of 
Saga and the I.C. 
Administration. This informal 
group refers to itself as S.O.S. 
which stands for "Save Our 
Stomachs". 
Primary Reason 
In discussing the origins of 
S.O.S. Chuck Goldman, a 
politics Sophmore said that the 
primary_ reason that the group 
. FG CUit·,-~ • ·yo t·e s .··to ~~"l!i~~~;of~.~:.,~~:~ 
~ - of food that Saga serves. Feeling 
· &'· ,. • -. · h I · - • inspired to do something in an 
--p U _. IS SQ a r I e S "apathetic school situation" 
- S.0.S. set ·out to help the 
published. Politics Profe~or Gail situ_ation in the Towers cafeteria 
By Cathy Doyle· McColl said that t h.e specifically, and the condition of 
· A special 111ee~ng of the administrators have the same Saga in general. In additio"n to 
Faculty· Council Tuesday. night right to express their feelings.an Goldman the group is comprised 
decided· that the ·exact figures of this subject ;is ~the faculty has of Jon Jelling, Mari: Greenwald, 
faculty salaries are to be D · th· d" · e Larry Holland, and 1\.ndy 
_ had. unng 1s . 1scuss1on on Abrams. 
published. The council reached of- the members mentioned that In an effort to gain student 
this decision after a lengthy the administrators' average support fcir their organization, 
_.debate-: -. · s1llary was estimated to be 5% the members of S.O.S. circulated 
One of the prime concerns of above the national ,average. a petition through parts of the 
· frOm -~West lower 
.,,. - . . 
its residents. , 
-. By Mark Engstrom The Hou_!i_ing office cited . the 
Sh~rtlv after the start of the . ,thro~in~_ of . debris_ _from 
recent- . C~tmas vacation; I _ windows which ¥tCluded cmder 
the residents· of the tenth block_s,· .a mat_~ress apd 
,floor ~f ··.th~ West Tower firecra~ke/~; the rep~ated 
h k d _ . to learn destruction of bathroom lockers, were . s oc e . d - I · ts f · 
thattne entire t]oor..·had been an growmg co_mp ain O _noJSe 
evicted from t}:ieiuooms. by the,.· an~ .. ~arass~ent fr~m adJacenf 
--·.-- ·--- · - d floors as the pnmary reasons 
· · Housing_ Depa~:111en1: an we~ which led to · the decisJon · tc> 
to be relocated m vanous.do~s: . . t· The IC Judicial code 
around the campus. The reason enc •. . . . . _ 
· · f this-- ti th - contains an amendment that 
given 7 or 8~ an -was_ e-: ·ves Housin the authority to 
extensive; damage_ aone to the ~ out sue: an action. 
floor dunng the past. semester_ by. --:e3rry. 
,. ..·· .. 
the Council was_ to maintain campus which called for several Though this figure is not 
1 anonymity while providing · improvements in the mea necessarily reliable, it perhaps·· k - l concrete salary information. The ,ituation. The two ey e ements 
purpose of such publication is to suggests that discrepancies might ;ontained in the petition were 
inforin the faculty of how their exist, discrepancies. that can not an appeal to make a partial meal 
readily be known because the plan available to all students 
salarieJ, compare ·· with _their. -salaries are not published. The enrolled in the college, and a 
colleagues wi th similar Council suggested that they request that infa-red lights be 
qualifications. This information should discuss the publication of installed in each of the cafeterias 
could be used during personal administration's salaries at a to help keep the food hot. 
salary negotiations. future-meeting. Currently all students living in 
The - only information to. be · the dormatotjes must participate 
Recommend J-ncre~se · f ii I I h" h published with the actual salary _ m a u mea p an w 1c 
figures · will ·be the faculty Dr. Tom Longin of the provides for 20 meals a week, 
member's length of service to I.C. History- Department reported to a fnfd a I I . s tdu ~e ntths GI i vdi neg 
·T ·- h till t --- F I C - ·1 th t th . o -campus an m e- ar n 
-~e 1~sue· t at s seems o the1 acu ty ounc1 a.-- elf Apartments have the option of 
• • r • ~· •• : • •. I O' • - . -.- - - . "~··. 
·.:.,...· 
remain 1s. that some of the would be, a re~ommendation o_L taking a partial meai!,plan; and 
faculty wish, to utilize concr_ete an increase in tuition. After infa-red light~ are Ioc·ated only in 
figure~ yet" are reluctant to breaking down the figures, the Union Cafeteria. According 
d.isctose their own salarie~. l_'he . Lontin. dis.cussed his (eelings to S.0.S.,, a "few afternoons of 
-Move Unfair conflict of personal ·desires and toward the Budget Planning work" gathered almost 370 
· A-- number of the floor needs was· resolved through the Committee.' He- stated that· the signatures on their petitions. 
members felt that it was ·_unfair . compro.mise. tuition increase was a decision of -
·_..: ·of the school to move ihe entire During_ .the course of the the Operating Committee who in Sent Letter 
:·' floor to-· different locations. ··discussions the ·topic of. turn ''informed".the Board of The·-activities ofS.0.S. were 
·:-:. They ~!aim that out of the 30 ··administrato~s.' s!tlaries_ 11.r..ose. the decision. Though this was brought to the Administration's 
pl!oplC: who resided on the floor, Some m~mbers seemed to "feel not- a personal dissatisfa_~tion, attention -When the parents of 
. · only about six were actually· :that those figures- should also J>e- · co nJ_inu ed O n· page 3 one of the group's members sent 
: :.involved in the se.rious incidents. ' .. - ' the school a letter to the effect 
:·:: which lecffo- the __ iviction. 1_hey -·_ was:felt to be a lack of·faimess, . _Iiv~ on , the floor guilty and that they would not contribute 
·:~. ._,:d _ lh. t_. no·o ·re· si·de.nts ·had · .. in several cases the'splitting up of. punis~g them withou!. any due_ to· the annual giving· fund, hbut 
- sai a r . -' . th-·#,.. ·t th~.. instead i give the money t ey 
:". -madeiittem· ts'-to contr~th-e six. roo~a~e-5. -~ ... c ·. - monC}'. ·P,rocess, intended. to give to the fund-to' 
::< -,., ,, _P,_: :·· :--·_:.' .·.-; '"\ll!!_SinVes.tedm.parhcular--rooms There were· some students, 'their.son so·that he could buy 
..... :,t_l!.dCJ!ts-: .. 1~' questi_im:' but. were.,.: lll; the form of. pl[lint and· other however, who expressed relief '"some decent food", unless the 
. _, ::':· .. ~ab}e"to_b_!:~au~~ of·!'- lac~ of .tiripl'ove~ents·and becausesome with .. the eviction. They Administra·tion-. made some 
., ,,., ~ \ .. .-J>~~-:po~~r -and the fact that :-_~~t wer:e ·being·:~oved across appMently felt th~t the situation effort to improve the.~eal plan. 
:~: .. : _. · ' ... most:- of:.~~~;_,~-~~ge_;,~~c~i:_ed - camp"!:1~ f~m_-friends ,.t_h~t_ they had g?tt~n t_oo far out of hand ., Jn· an effort to examine lhe 
. . , . ·.~- · . , ,. . -::afte~:J1eavy-:_dt:JJ1~ms-o~ ~e pa~t --.- d ,_ t- d·t 1.. , "ffi - th and d~dn t know how th_ey could r e· g· u e s t s of · S . 0 . S. 
- . -. , .. ' :p .• , ~ ' .C:::· . ,.,_...:of_Uiose:mvoivea.'···- ··- .. :·. .. ·.· ua ._:reques e 0 . ive_.\".l, 0 ~ e -d~al · "".1th .... it. The scho~l's representlltives df the· 
· · · · ·-- __ ,: :.;. ·,;', ··.: -- :-:,-. ·.--,. · ,.- , ... -:,,_ ·• - · .. -·c·-·: 'm- 1ft:-~- ·i ·: .:-.,,the~ ·e·vi .. ~d- ·:. sam~.,. floor .. The_y · felt that decision to evict tJie· floor gave Adnµnistr,it•nn and Sl!&S met 
· · ..,_. .,.,. ..... -- .. ,. ,.,-....-- ·· · · ,. · o p11 .... , ... ·.r.om .,,.,,.. , , · - ·· · -· · , - - ,_.. 
-.- · .. -:'--: - -\~~m~,a'.~91111onalityclllh: :· : .. -..a.- --~"'-'' ·-·-b ... d .. ' . 1..:..t·· •throµgh,,the-eVJ:Ctib_n, the school ' - . ----. ' - _co_n"tinue(l o_n page 3 
',.,- ., . ·c: ···:,,~-~·.v,tf"'"''t•"-: .. '<' .. ---:-: resi ....... ts;..:!'er,, '_ase :. 00 ~·':". was-:dec.J~g- :everyone. who ' continued on page~ -
,ts{i%~if 4ltl~i,;¾I:ii~\.t;t:iiti;..~;!L, .. i)j:R);,{ ;,:,;~f >:_ ._,,.:ca,., .. '. • '" ,· .--~-· _ .. 
.... 
,I, 
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World 
By Fred Raker 
Whether you are aware of it 
or not, there is a world hunger 
problem. It is a terrible problem, 
which, unfortunately,. most 
people feel \s not any of their 
business. But if one will examine 
it more closely, it is. The reason 
for this misconception stems 
from the fact that there has not 
been any substantial effort to 
make known the true elements 
of the situation and what can be 
done about it. However, there's· 
group of students and faculty 
members at Ithaca College who 
hunger 
nationally as ''.Food Day" by the 
Center for Sci,_ence in the Public 
Interest. 
The purpose of the 
activities and the teach in will be 
to elevate an awareness of the 
complexity of the problem of 
world hunger and to elevate an 
awareness t~at each member of 
~.he- Coll_eg~ :-•-.co'~munity_ 
'cpntribu'tes to the:problem. and 
to provide· .riiotiva-ti<iri for the 
dev.elop~ent" of Jhe~ningful, 
co_ntinuing programs to reduce 
and eventuafly remove the 
problem. 
are concerned enough about the The idea for a.Coalition on 
plight of the starving to try and World Hunger came abou·t as thi 
help alleviate their devastating result of a phy_srology class 
problem. The group is known as ,.taught. by Dr. Robert·-Jenkins, 
the Coalition· on WOrld Hunger -Associate Professor of Physical 
(CWH). Therapy. "In my class," Jenkins 
The CWH has planned commented, "I asked what 
many activities ( s Ii de could we at IC do about the 
presentations, lectures, movies, problem. Interested students 
etc) for this semester including a contacted me and that got us 
teac!t-in on Thursday, April 1 7. started." 
This date has been publicized Dr. Jenkins, who is the 
-'·'·:, 
Coalition's faculty advisor, - _ Dr. Jenkins believesr that 
spolce to students and faculty " t he prob I em is not 
seeking approval for the project. unanswerable." He also . feels 
"I ha~e received full support that "there's plenty of foc:fd 
from the student, faculty and today; the problem is ~ the 
co.mmunity council> Nothing · distribution of it; If's a known 
negative has be·en said ... all are fact that foo"d has not gone to 
with us." the needy people. It has gone tc:;-
countries for political . reasons, 
not hurhanitanan ones.·~ -
As everyone settles down ,,- Along with Dr Jenkins, 
for a new semester of work, the there are other faculty and staff 
Coalition will begin, its . work members who are playing a part 
which entails: enc~uraging in the organization of the 
participation in a National Coalition. They are John 
Teach-In on World Hunger to be Schwartz, Assist~nt Professor of 
held on the fifth anniversary of Physics; Gany Thomas, 
Earth Day (April 17, 1975); . Assistant Professor of 
encouraging th~ use of alternate : ·Anthropo_lgy; Raymq!1,d Kaaret, 
meal plans -_ (:with .less meat 
· · · · · :Profess-or· of Politics; Sister: Jean 
co~sumption); organizing and Be"ilini and ~ Chaplain Dale 
coordinating lectures, seminars, Winter. 
and exhibits on the world food 
situation on the Ithaca College 
,,,_ · .. 
·.: .··.·"'; 
(•. 
\, -
T_h e CWH has been 
developed with *e _idea . of 
informing the College.and Ithaca 
communities about the world 
hunger- _prqblem an .. d 'how, 
individually and collectively, we 
can attempt · to help the less 
fortunate. If you are interested 
in volunteering yam: services, 
call'274-3184 or 564-7211 foi:., 
more information. 
campus. They also plan to help 
organize and coordinate 
community workshops oQ_ t~ 
world food situation in schoofs, 
churches and other community 
organizations. 
Greek Peal< Bulletin 
Tuition/Costs committee 
' 
' 
investigate- c~mpus 
to 
expenditures 
The second annual Ski-A-Thon fqr Easter Seals scheduled for 
February .9 at Greek Peak Ski Area, will f2e under the co-direction of 
Harold Armstrong and Jerry Mahar, according to Mrs. Florence 
Fitzgerald, head of the Eas~r Seals Society's regional office in 
Cortland. 
, Among those assisting Mr. Armstrong and Mr Mahar is Olin 
Deforge, Greek Peak supervisor, in charge of the Tri-Track ski club 
pr~gram, which teaches skiiers who, because of amputation or 
congenital deformity, can only use.one leg . 
. Proceeds from the Ski-A-Thon will be used to aid handicapped 
children and adults throughout.New York state. Skiiers planning on 
-participating in the Thon may pick up/ pledge cards and further· 
information at the )::aster Seals Society office, 2:2 Main Street, 
Cortland, or at the ski school desk at Greek Peak. 
By Andy Friedman 
financial information available in 
the library and front' 
administrators, the students are 
"Wc'p! not promising to scrutinizing expenditures in 
lower the cost of' tuition at every department, from the 
Ithaca College, just make sure professional schools to Physical 
it's justified," commented Josh Plant. 
Leonard, chairman of the "We're not trying to dig up 
newly-formed Tuition/Costs anything, or purposely put 
Committee. someone out of their job," 
With the very real •assertes Leonard, "but we feel 
possibility of a tuition increase·- the College can cut back in-a lot 
for Fall, '75, sevcral·concer,ned more areas than it does, and we 
students have formed the are trying to point out where. 
Committee to investigate College And more importantly, why." 
expenditures on campus. T h e (~o m m i t t e e 's 
Using t,he College's questionnai~e, included with the 
registration materials, asks ,for 
feedback from students, faculty, 
staff and administrators. They 
are hoping for a large response, 
to receive input from as many 
people as possible before 
proceeding. The questionnaires 
are being examined and 
tabulated daily. Major areas of 
concern will be investigated first. 
The questionnaires should 
be returned as soon as possible, 
but no later than Ja11uary 74th: 
"It's a lot of Work and· we're 
really going at it hard, so we'd 
appreciate the input right· 
away," Leonard emphasized. 
Trustee rUn.:off 
--------------------------------------
slcited for 28th 
:. I 
Student Costs next year has been approximated at $5000.00 I By Cathy Doyle education differs acoording to 
That's a $200-240 INCREASE!!· I- where a student lives on campus 
'W~ s.till !·e_el_ the College can cut hack more in ma-ny areas. 'Y!_e would like to know where ~OU feel I On January 28th LC. stuc;lents and in what school he o'r she is 
the ( OLLH,E can cut costs. Please comment below and return-to your RA, SA or Head Resident by I will make the- decision of who e~rolled in. Anton suggested 
January :.4th. ' .1 will be the student member to that perhaps adjustments could 
• the -Board of Trustees. Voting be made so that students would 
• I will take place from 10:00am to pay for what they receive. 
lama(chcckone): - _ studcnt----staff---faculty----administrator -1 ?:00pminallthreediningareas. Bloom felt that' one of the 
I feel the Collegt: can cut unne..:essary expenditures in the following areas(please include additional I In the union, balloting will take keys in the financial situation 
and explanatory comments) : I place in the lobby. Voting in the · was investigation into how the 
SALARY AND WAGES: 
... 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: 
/. 
OFFICE SUPPLIES: 
MISCELLANEOUS(ENERGY ,LIGHTS, TRAVEL EXPENSES): 
I towers will be outside of the present income is _being spent. -
I bookstore. , Balloting will,, also He mentioned wasteful spending 
I take place in the Terrace dining is such areas as mailing and some 
I hall. Any student interested in of the scheduled renovations, 
I working at the polls should specifically airconditioning and ,, 
I contact Student Congress. carpeting in Friends Hall. Bloom 
Campaigning. will begin also stated tha· discrepencies 
I Monday, January 20th- and will existed in faculty salaries. He 
I close Jan 27th. A det?ate will be said that this, too, should be 
I held between ,t!i,e candidates on looked- into. Shrriickler also 
·I Jan 27th from· i I :00 arri to expres'sed his desire to maintain 
I : I :OOpm in. the crossroads. The the_ present tuition costs, o:r at 
I debate will be broadcast live on least aHow only a minor 
I Channel 6 across campus and in increase. He stated that he had 
I the union. reviewed the budget figures. 
I. In the first election for- The second priority that all 
I Trustee member the three top three candidated discussed was • _ 
I runners were separated _by only a the quality of the education in -.. 
small number of _votes.· This H&S. Anton fol\ that it w~s 
I election is the nin~off between riecessary· for· the Board to 
I - those three candidates. They are decid~, what d,ii~ction the H¥ 
I Dave Anton, Howie Bloom, and school will take.· He mentioned 
I Sam -Shmickler. ~ The impending two· possi1ble altemativ~; a 
·1 election will decide which one of traditional school ·which w~uld 
I these · students_ will ~ be the· -mean upgrading the level of 
I s~ude!l"t-member to the Board of.: difficulty in courses,. or -a 
I Trustees. _ progressive school which would , 
1 · All three candidates stated instit¢e progressive _- teaching 
. that their top priority is the tec.hniques and educational 
: financial · situation at ltliaca opportunities In either ca~e, 
I ;,College.' They all- seemed to feel , H8iS d_efirtately -needs a~ti:ntion that Ithaca College is pricing and should not .be -looked upon 
- __ . I itself right .out of the as·a·secondrateschool.'·Blooin· 
The Ttiit" · /C C ·- · ~ . , . 1 · • I educational: 'field. -Anton ~elt an1a Shmickler· also both 
. ion °8tB ommitte will exam'ine aJl.responses··inveif :: t .. _ "b . I ·that many students were paymg elf.pressed a desire for 
_ _ , _ - · ' 
1
~_e-asmanyasposs1 le;.I farmorethan:whatth!!yactually improvements-111 ·tt&S. 
and present the in(ormation. to the_Admini.stratfon and to tlie Ubard of TJUstees. I recei!~- T~e quality of. living - . . · - · - / · : ., 
· - · · .- /. ,, . .: _ . , ... . ·,·· . __ . · . ._. conditions and-th~ quality of _, C!7ntinued,qnpage.3.: ., _,, 
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Shmickler felt· that": tht 
: ,.· 
. ' ' 
C(!ntinued (rom:_p(!ge 1 ~ ,, 
Longin- felt that.actual governing 
p--a rt l.' c i pa fi on· w'a s 
misrepresented. He felt be did -~ · 
give some input but · did not 
actually· participate in· the-
decision- making process.· · 
..... _ ' 
continued from page 2 
I I, 
. buildings c:Ould_ be utilized mtire. 
effectively. Education can be 
taken_ out of the classrooms by 
using the- _informal atmosphere 
of the dining ·halls as well as 
-other rooms on campus. 
The presi_dential search is of 
. Professoi..._Grant, of -Physical·· 
The·rapy, the fa_culty-; 
representative on the Board of 
Trestees; stated· -that this also· 
applies to the. Board of Trustees .. 
He said · that in essence be was 
only . holding a · .. seat" on the 
board. They both·· felt' that the .. 
IC community should be-more· 
accurately informed · in the area 
of college_ govem~ent. The . 
community does not necessarily 
participa~e .in the decision-. 
making process as/much as they 
concern to Bloom:He .feels that • 
the·new president should· be able 
··to develop a good rapport with 
students and a genuine interest 
in them. The president should 
' not be strictly a 0 fund raiser". 
· Each candidate w·as asked to 
explain why he, as an' individual, 
.wo:uld vote- fo.r hi~self over the 
.other candidates. Anton felt that 
are lead to believe. . ' 
~Meals 
continued from page 1 
wi(h the group ·in 
mid-December. . Gus Perialas, 
the : Vice-President of Student 
and Campus Affairs, promptly 
rejected the petition on the 
grounds that it "was too 
general", and the fact. that he 
didn't· believe in the credibility 
of petitions. He did, 
however, take several actions in 
an effort to comply with the 
requests of S.O.S. Tbese efforts 
included eating a meal in the 
Towers cafeteria and directing 
his staff to eat there whenever 
they had the chance. 
While eating l).is meal in the . 
· Huwanl Bloom 
Director for r Saga says that at 
schools where a partial meal plan 
is offered, the costs of running 
. the meal plan inevitably rises. 
Such a rise is-eventually paid for' 
by the students. 
Currently the charges . for -
board are 400 dollars per 
semester. For stw.dents who are 
eligible to participate in a partial . 
meal plan the charge for lunch 
and dinner each day of the 
semester are 335 dolli!rs a 
difference of 65 dollars. this 
difference is not as substantial as 
some students have expected it 
would be .. 
a political ·science and 
Dave Anton 
Towers, Perialas did find that In an attempt to work with , 
the food was cold, and has S.0.S. to improve the quality of .., _________ ...,,... 
recommended that infa-red Saga food, Kathy Kerner, the· 
lights be installed in the Towers Assistant manager of the Towers 
and Terrace cafeterias. He also cafeteria, has invited the group 
saw several other areas of the into the kitchen to p-ersonally 
meal that could be improved. inspect the pr~aration of meals, 
and mad iI11proved, and made and ~ffer any suggeStions that 
recommendations accordin~y .. they might . have: The, 
~ne of these:'.,ecomm·endations. _m~p.ag~ment ·J)f Saga has also 
called for the establishment of a urged students to not complain 
,eperate seconds line in the among thems:.!lves, but rather to 
Towers to eliminate line · take any_ complaints tJ:iey have 
:ongestion.- - .. about their meals directly to 
299 C_4SES 
OLD BEER 
roce.ries ·lcegs 
supplies· ice 
NIT_ED CIGAR 
Ol'CN OAI\. Y -
IA.II TO-IOP .. 3e-.;eral of the S.0.S.members their cafeteria managers so that 
were not satisfied with Perialas's efforts to correct the problem 
actions,-inch1ding.Goldman-who:' can be·rr1ade .. 
al:cused'_ the Vice-President ofr································! 
;i~;e11:t~~i~i;t~;~~~iiri c· -o· -u p· O N. e: 
mto our requests and then · • 
forg~tting abo~t the matter.'.' ' -. . _ •1 
Penalas admitted to being: · . \ · • 
ignorant of the Towers cafeteria . • 
:onditions in particular, but says! 1 0 •. 0 FF I that he is planning on eating · 1 _ • 
there m,ore often in the future. · I 
As far as a partial meal plan is · a 
concerned, the management of . • 
Saga and-- ·the School's extrascoops,splzts,sundaesandshalws • 
Departll)ent of Business Services 
1
. · · . • 
;rr;t:\{;!:~if:lfcr= at L C K· -I y ~-,~:-i:.. = 
currently paying for 20 meals a a • 
week, the .food fees are based on _ . _ ; B-1 am I 
estimates that the average . · . _, Fri &. Sal • 
student only eats between 15 · .. 
......... : . ~- :, . . . . ' 
econo'mi<:s ·m~jc,r:.-he .. was 
knowledgeabie: -of· m'oney and 
people. He believes that he 
thinks his ideas· through 
throughly. and is able to 
... ; 13loom ::: 
feels ne is a concerned and 
dedicated individual. He feels 
that his intent interest in the 
future of I.C. is beneficial. He 
,present them effectively. His 
ideas are not always on the 
normal trend and feels this to be 
an asset because they i!re 
, has actively participated in many 
'activities on campus allowing 
him to become knowledgeable 
of how the College community 
feels. This will give him the 
information necessat to 
pers1:1ade, inform and give the 
students a strong voice on the 
viewpoints not necissarilt seen 
by Board members. 
Sam Schmikler 
Board. 
Shmickler feels this position 
is very important to him because 
he feels it is the best pdssible 
means for him to effectively 
work for the betterment of the 
College. He is confident in his 
ability to cooperate and is 
always . willing to listen. Well 
thought-out ideas and carefully 
done homework are what the 
Board will want and are what 
Shmickler f,eels he can provide. 
All three candidates have 
· taken similiar stands on issues 
Distinct differences do exist and 
they feel that there is a very 
def mite clear-cut choice between 
each of them. It is up to the 
I. Co~~ege co~munity. to choose which candidate will be their 
voice on the Board of Trustees. 
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Do not get out~and--vote. rep·resentative. He is ·there· working solely for .the· -~y Art B~_ckwheat 
Not for the sake of veting. benefit,' survival an<l. pr(?gression of Ithaca ~olleg~_ - . . · .. · . -: - ,-. . .. · . . ~-·~ . . .. , 
_,:-'. -
The election for student Board of Trustee as _an educational. institution, Naturally, student _ : ·: ~!_1;1.t~~."!,~$ :b~J{dropi,ed: fo the roof of, the-kllied Ch;mical -
member _on January 28 is not only important, but· can and should be provided, but this is ·:not the B~ildmg':!S Q-uy · Lon\b~d~:Playe!l nost~gi(?--tli11;es for merzymaking. 
it is for the single most important, most respected major function of this office: . ·:· ;1t-e'· w~o~~ :~ou,..ntry sliouted 'H~ppy New. Y-ea_r'· at ·ni~night, except 
and perhaps most Significant office an IC student ,Keep this· in - mi.nd .'while screening the: . m <;:alifomi~,_. wh,ere· they. had- to wait an extra three ,hours due to 
can hold. candidates. Don't be persu.aded by someone;s .. ~irn_e ~fferen~als.·Which wos·all right by the.Californiians:, Because 
Several. concern..ed students are running a 'Gd smile or.an impressive p~ster. , - . in ~cl;S~ you· .l~dtft ni~ced, '1974_-_·w~n•t such· a bad ye~ for all 
out and VOTE!' campaign. That's disgu~ting. They Jf you _care at .all about lthac_a'College (and· . con~et,l!e~:(ex?e~.t -~!_xon)__an<;l __ the ~iore_time t~ey had to-spend in it 
shouldn't have to. - you must or -.youldn't be here), .then mlJke it·your and the les_s,i_n."1975,.thfbettcr. -- ·: ·__ .- . . _ · 
The candidates themselves have worked and business to .learn as much as you-can about each -· · . ·. Bu~ ,wJti~r the .~fl.TOrify 'of·the unsuspe~ting Am~rican p1,1blic 
are continuing to work hard to get out and meet as candidate. ; . doesn't reali_Zt;·is thi~: 1975,neveuatually a~ved! · . __ 
many of you as is possible. To listen to your It doesn't make much sense to vote for one :_, .MY, in(onn7d. sourc~s, ·after digging_through the waste baskets -
complaints and suggestions. They can not get to candidate if -you know nothing about the others:· of-_sev:erlil_ high govemm.ent ?fficials, fold me of_a plan so incredible, -: 
everybody. the others·mighfbe mQr~qualified. ,- ~~ _unbelievable, that· something had to· be done ·about it. I · 
Now it is up tq_ you to make some effort. You're not voting·to'do·some'thing rilce for a confronted_out~ectetary- of ~tate, that puxveyor of peace, playboy· 
Read their statements in "the lth~can, and the ones friend, you're voting - for · the one person yo~ of politics, Henry K;.iplinger. · · · · 
they slip under. your door. Watch for the televised sincerely believe will be abie to do something"for . "Mr. Kipli.nger!" I :!lave ·information. that- you, and' other .ke; 
campus debate over channel 6. Should they stop Ithaca-College. · · leaders qf major countries are guilty'·-0f'"frau<J. against the entire -
to talk to you, ·ask some challenging questions, It really is too bad a 'Get out aq<f VOTE!' world!" · · · · · , · 
about tuition, expenditures, tenure, coursess etc." campaign has to be conducted. Let's ·prove to "Vat do you mea~, my friend? Haf some ch,icken soup. The 
But listen.and watch very, very carefully. those running that campaign, and- to ourselves, matzo balls are.homemade." · · · 
The -student Board of Trustee member, by that it won't be_ necessary in the future. Know "This isn't 1975 at an:•• !_accused. "This is-a different·year!"· 
definition, is NOT to f 00 a· ~ tort yihO'Uiht~:~ibW on the ~8ili. :~;~~~I!~~:~~i~~;~~~i:~~~;~;:: =~:: 
S.O.S. group has never heard of the world hunger about it, feel the An:ierican public ·has a right to know. Besides, as 
It seem.; quite evident that the human psyche is 
never totally satisfied unless. there is something 
amiss. Something i'mperfect. Something lacking. 
Something to complain about! 
Complaints .are part of- human nature. We 
wouldn't he happy V.:ithout the little things that 
cause us to curse, stamp our ft:et, hang our heads 
against the wall, rant and rave ... 
.. I magrne what the world would be like if there 
was nothing to complain about. It would be dull. 
We couldn't say the president is a crook; the CIA 
is a bunch or peeping toms; the oil companies are 
trying to drain us; the food stinks! 
Did you notice anything interesting about that 
last arbitrarily chosen statement? The· first three 
complaints were somehow related: the fourth one 
was nol. The last complaint, for the most part hits 
much closer to home than the others. Can you 
guess why'! 
There is a newly formed group on this campus 
whose foremost complaint is that Hie Saga Food 
Service is not meeting their requirements 
concerning food preparation and quality of food. 
The group is known as S.0.S. (Save Our 
Stomachs). . 
This revolutionary troupe 0f ··concerned" 
sttidents is probably being praised all over the 
college coirmunity. Ten-thousand human beings 
are dying every srngh, day from malnu tritiop:ind 
these "concerned"' students arc _up--in-arms because 
every once in a while their damn hot plates liave 
gone cold. 
Another 6nc of their complaints 1s aimed at the 
inability to attain a partial meal plan at the college 
unless you live off campus or in the garden 
apartments. They feel it is unreasonahle _to pay 
four hundred dollars for 20 meals that are ineptly 
prepared and lackin·g quality. Apparently this 
problem ar,d the concerted effort being made to long as the CIA is under investigation, my well·belng and·-health are 
help the situation. pretty safe. _ · 
As a point of information, there is'a group right "I haf made peace all over da vorld,"-h.e started. ~'I haf made , 
here on the IC campus which is engaged in peac_e in ~a U.N, peace in Israel. I haf-rnade peace in Egypt and then 
pr!)paring lectures, slide presentations· and other Iran. Y,ou ·vould.haf run too. Dat vun vas a 'totighie'. Now it vas time 
informative events concerning the world hunger for.peace a·t home. Me? I'm after a piece everywhere! - ' 
travesty. This group is known as the Coalitionon "I yas_ informed by our top ·advisors';'' he continued, "that in 
World Hunger. addition ~o hafing a_ shortage of food, paper, wood, energy, sugar 
If the S.O.S.-people want to have fewer meals and money, ve are also hafing a shortage of.years. Oat's right, Art, 
per week, that's fine .. But why was there no America is now hafing a year shortage! . 
attempt made to contribute the monies not used · 
for Saga to the world bunger situation? Is it that "So I _said to myself, how can I stop the year shortage vile at da 
they :,.1" selfo,h? Are they heartless? Qi; are they same time solfing all da domestic problems. And it came to me: it 
just plain ignorant of the facts? Maybe the latter, vas so simple! · 
may b c all,, Whatever the reason (and that is "~ e votild just re-run a year out of our pasts:Dat voµld help da 
definitely not _the issue at hand), the group should· year shortage .and put off all da problems ofl 975 for another year! 
give a little more thought to. their complaints. Brilliant,.no?" " 
There is certainly no reason why the students can't ;·Btilliant, yes!" I was awed.· 
have warm food and at ·the same time contribute _ "Da vorld leaders flipped over da idea. Ve all decided to make 
to a worthy cause. If they are the concerned the same decisions, same infestments, same, progressions as has 
students they have made themselves out to be: . already occured in .a profitable year from da past." 
they would be more than happy to help. ·"}!enry, that's brilliant. What year did you chose?" - _ 
It must be added, however, that their intentions , v · 
to improve· the food se·rvice, keep the food hot,_ ' ell,the vorld leaders___agreed to abide by my decision since it 
and to clear up the congestion caused by loQg lines vas my idea. I picked da vun year that my countcy vas at its peak. 
are well appreciated. This campus is in· need of lndustfy vas; booming, big and little businessmen vcre thriving, 
more students who are willing to devote their time people vere: &enerally very happy and da whole country had a new 
and energy to projects that· they believe will qigh in morale da-likes of vich haf never beet:t seen again!" -
improve conditions for the .CQllege community; · . "Wonderful, wonderful! What year?" 
This is the onfy way that any soit of progress-can "l'9"29,".he said proudly. 
~~R. . . 
There is just one_ final commert"that should be. "1929? Henry, that was a good year for other countries." 
considered by S.O.S. and everyone as "food for "Naturally. Oat's vhy dey agreed!" · 
thought": If you don't want to eat what Saga's "But America had unemployment highs! "I:_housands of people 
serving , that is your business. But there are -were homeless ... jobless. Health conditions ind. quality· of products 
millions_ ofothers who would give their right arm plummeted!. The stock market .crashed low enough 'to force banks 
-an~ prOb:Jbly more-to have a taste of the into·· ruins and, people to cominit suicide!!". 
leftovers you were too busy complaining about! "Uh oh." 
Be· ~arped, fellow Americans. If we ·can make it through even. 
half ibis governmental_ re-run.'yCJ!r;'we may all be wishing we had 
ushered in 1975 instead ·o_fl_929!:Anybody _wani: to buy. 1000 shares 
of Chevrolet . .".cheap'? 
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FORUM: 
Editors note: The following is the ·first- in a series of ar.ticles 
presenting oppo~ing viewpoints, written by members of the Ithaca 
College community. In an effort to act as a forum for intelligent 
ideas concerning problems facing the College, The Ithacan invites 
members of the community to submit their viewpoints for 'possible 
r,ubliclftion. · , 
1 This week Forum deals with the quest_ion of freezing faculty 
;a/aries in an effort to keep tuition costs from rising, and was written 
JY Dr. Robert Jenkins of the Scl/.gol of Physical Therapy speaking in 
favor of this proposal, and Mr. George Clarkson of the Department 
of PIJ.ilosophy and reli~ion speaking against this proposal. By George r•arkson· 
-----In a' recent memo to, George Clarkson, it was suggested that the Faculty Council · • 
might discuss proposing a recommendation to the faculty that they turn down any .1 Should faculty accept an increase in salary this year, work for it, ?r should we 
monetary raise_ for.. the coming· year. It was intended that the faculty might assume a .refus~ it? The question has been raised an~ we i;ust say t:~~ the:;/r~Ju:~:~~ m
0
~~ 
le:1dership· role in calling the community attention a need for frugality and that this questions to make an easy answer possible. or one .g, gg . 
' - · · · · h ery "righteous" sound about 1t It sounds at first as drastic action would serve as a motivating influence ,for economy measures by other moratonum on raises as a v · . 1 d 'f 
· · · · · · th gh · st m· otherhood if you oppose the suggrsbon. t soun s I we elements of. the College community. It may also . have received sufficient media ou o~e were agam 
recognition (after all, we made it with football and.SWAP) to involve other campuses want a raise. 
and serve as'a catalyst to halt the mentality of ever spjraling increases. , 
The standstill in faculty salaries· alone wou1d be insufficient to offes.t a raise in / The fact remains that many of µs are the only "bread-winners" in ·the family. When 
student tuition in the coming year. A raise in faculty salaries of one percent increases we hope for a more adequate salary, we are asking it very largely for fa_milr, needs and 
costs by $44,000. While --a raise of student tuition of one percent yields about · only some for ourselves and things we hope for. Secondly, I hope that I speak for 
$135,000 in ince>me. If elimination of the faculty salary raise was coupled with an some of the large group of instructors and assistant professors here whose salaries fall 
equ'al restraint on administrative salaries and capital expense items (equipment over ibelow that magic figure of $1 S,000 about which President Ford spoke last fall. If 
$100.00) it might dispell the need for a tuition increase. The suggestion to hold on those above that figure wish to declare a moratorium on their· wages, then let them 
capital expense is motivated by a belief in the "gambler~ fallacy" (the price increase speak out. I notice that this did not come from one in the bottom two categories, even 
event can'.t keep ,repeating) and a theology of hop.e (Ford really has a plan and it will- though I. all), sure it was made with the best of motives. The suggestion made just does 
work). We've"existed this year without our new wants and perhaps it will be less . not take into consideration many other factors. 
expensive if we wait to acquire them next year. 
The College has to find some way fo reverse the tuition increase trend. A rec·ent 
New York State Education Department report contained a prediciton that 80 of the 
120 private colleges in New York would be closed by 1990. Is this college unique 
enough to continue to demand the price of a large' new car every year? 
The manner in which the various elements of the College has grown in the past five 
years might need to be examined. (I'm about to gore the administration ox.) Since 
1969, there has been a 16% increase in the number of students, a 7% increase in the 
number of faculty and a 24% increase in administrators. As recent as 1972,'{here were 
only 75 administrators, which was 3 above the number employed in 1969. This 
ele!Jlent of the College ·consumes 1.1 97 million dollars of the annual budget . 
The Faculty Council considered the memo at the December meeting. During the 
discussion ,$Upport seemed to be gaining for the sens~ of the memo. Then the Provost 
was asked whether it :was true that the Colleie had a one million dollar ·surplus. He 
acknowledged this .was true and that things had been going well and continued to look 
promising. He failed to remind the faculty. that the school has a 28. 7 million dollar 
debt. If we reduce the figures from millions to thousands we can apply them to the 
We hardly need to say it, 'but this past year has clearly been one of-the most 
inflationary we have seen for a long time. Even an increase in salary of some 10% this 
year is a cut in actual income due to a raise in living costs of some 1 2%. The college 
may well face some severe financial problems and our whole economy faces unusual 
insecurities. But let's see some other areas closed off firs't before we tal\i: of salary 
moratoriums. Certainly those receiving above $20,000 could wait for increases with no 
hardship. Those receiving $8,000, $10,000 and $12,000 are already in strained 
circumstances. Dare we suggest a moratorium on parking lots and paving, extensive 
plantings, and above all - buying more land! And how about selling some college cars 
(if anyone would buy) and restricting all - administrators too - to the absurd expense 
account now generously given to faculty of $125 per year'/ Plantings and grounds 
should be cared for and some new f)lantings made where necessary but there are fine 
colleges I know that are using college trucks for example some thirty years old. And 
what became of Bob Davies' staJ:ement asking for a serious reduction in administrative 
costs here? · 
model of personal finance. Very few indiv1duals would feel financ;;ially secure with !51 · The heart of any academic institution is in fine teachers. I am convinced that we 
thousand in the savings account and a $28 thousand debt hanging over tl).eir head. have many fine ones here. We not only want to keep them but also to treat them in 
This information inspired a motion that the Faculty Council recommend to the , such a fashion that their morale is not destroyed and that> their concerns are not 
committee ·on the budget that it give top· priority to faculty salaries followed by overwhelmingly on financi!U distress. We are all concerned over rismg tuition costs and 
_increased student aid. You know where the money for faculty raises will come from. must do all we. can to keep them' in line but we need priorities established first. Do we 
Guess where the money from stude,nt aid will come from. - dare suggest that the college fund vehicles only that get in excess of twenty miles per 
During the past year Cazenovia College contemplated going out of business. lt was gallon? It is also dangerous to suggest, but we may well have to slow. up on purchasing 
bailed out by the State. At Eisenhower Colleg~, the faculty were asked to take a cut in new computers as much as they will do fo_r us, slow up on installing new rocks, watch 
salary. It has been bailed out by the federal government. Across the valley, Cornell more carefully some of the parties and special lunches and dinners and center on the 
students have been fighting a tuition increase. All around us there are ominous signs. best possible teaching tools and adequate payments to the faculty. In this way, we may 
Yet, the Faculty Council recommendation follows the model of the hard hat well indicate a genuine concern for the difficult financial situation we all face in one 
• unions-always demanding more. Perhaps we will demand ourselves out of jobs. way or another . 
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· __Free/Jle ilnd,tlle 8edn 
. By Darryln Searle 
If you've had a hard day and you're psyched for' 
a movie ,to help you unwind, do not see Freebie 
and the Bean. Basically a chase film, it's not too 
big on plot;·yet it's full of action. -
James Caan and Alan Arkin co-star as the two 
unorthodox cops who, by hook or by crook, are 
going to get Red Meyers' carcass, behind bars. And 
there are ·plenty of laughs along the way. 
Caan- and Arkin aren't the righteous 
crimefithters that "Dragnet's" Joe Friday and Bill 
Gannon once were. Caa·n is a gun-happy bigotted 
cop who aspires to be chief of the vice squad so he 
can have "aJI the money he wants- and an 
apartment full of prostitutes." Big brute .that he is, 
Caan sulks over his bloody lip or scratched knee. 
Alan i\rkin is the less violent "Mexican-Chicano" 
who wears white sox and would rather stop for a 
cup of coffee or a sandwich than chase a hood. 
<The two don't even meet Adam-12 standards). 
But, Arkin· and Caan work well together and 
one would imagine that they had as much' fun 
making the movie as the i_iudience had watching it. 
The longest and most dynamic scenes were of 
the incredible car chases, which made the chase in 
· the French Connection look like a Sunday drive. 
Director Richard Rush used every stunt he could 
conjure up. He had C'aan and Arkin hit a fire 
hydrant.mow --down a parade, collide with 
innumerable cars, and for the big finish he had 
them drive off the highway into the third floor of 
an apartment building. i\s the commercial says: 
"It's a drive-in movie.'' 
. ' 
-.:_ .~-, ' ,'/· ;:.,- __ 
'(o add to the fun Valene 11:arper and-Loretta 
Swit play Arkin's- wife and Red Meyer's wife 
respectively. . ;.. · ' 
_ Freebie a~d the B_eari is not a classic. It does 
not .have a deep social message (althouglrthere are ·· · 
some_ stark comments made about the police force 
of today.) It wasn't meant to be a .film of great - i 
cinematic value, it was made to--be a lot of fun. 
And it is: . - . 
Freebie and the Bean is playing at the Strand 
Theatre downtown. -
b The ltbaca CollJge foregln study progr11m·wi11 " , 
1~~~C,toApH'icA0PfPdEl1eusslon on the Jain. 17 edition-of,_· 
, NINGS"ait6:15PMonWICll·FM · 
: Join host Roger «;:hlocchl as he IPHkl wlth·..Clalre~ · 
_Allen, ~lrector of Foreign. Study aind ·1,;;aurl 
Hoffman! an:. ~slstanJ In tlie foreign study offrc:. 
JJ, n-'Wi9c sB· onF111, o!: Barbra Streti~nd will be futured · .. • • Ms One of !I K.lnd" on Sat. Jan:18 al · 12.15 P.M,- Be sure to tune In u host11ss Irene 
Vellon Plal/s Stre1Sand'1 greates hits and relates the 
s_upersta~ vocalist's success story. · , 
WI i~e A'i-f,m~dcy · of Daw Id Frye· wm· · b·e feature on. 
, • s omedll Tonight" on Saturday Jan 
_ f8 from 8-8:30 P.M,- "Comedy Tonight"' Is a ' 
_ wee~ Program whJch reviews the material of -' 
PGopu ar · comedians. The prograim Is hosted by 
ary Bettman. - · · 
... 
!oni Mitchell ... Miles of' smifos 
By Michael Beecher could be driving into town with a dark cloud 
Imagine, if you will, that you are sitting in your above you, or even· in a Penn Central train when 
room wi:iting a film analysis for Intro to Film or you first hear the album. The effect will always be 
something. A knock is heard on the d~or, you the same. It is an intimate feeling that can only be 
open the door, and there I am, your..gld buddy recreated by seeing her in concert yourself. _ 
that you met at freshman summer orientation. I'm And don't forget her excellent back-up band. 
all out of breath and I'm holding a record in my _ Tom Scott is _ probably the best and most 
Jtand, and I say "Hey-------(fill in your_ d~mandcd saxlU)honis.t in rock music .~oday. Along 
name}"! I just bought the new Joni Mitchell album with Max Bennett on bass, John Guenn on drums, 
Miles of Aisles(Asylum Miles of Aisles(Asylum Alt Robben_ Ford on guitar and Larry Nash on 
202) !" · - - piano,the L.A. Express provides a .perfect 
"The new Joni Mitchell album, --Miles of background to Ms. Mitchell's album cover that is 
Aisles( Asylum ~B 20~)," you ·say, "is it any suitable for framing, if you're into that sort of 
good?" thing. , 
"I don't·know. 1 haven't listened to it yet. Can r All of the songs on this albUm were recorded 
put it on your stereo?" - --during Joni's recent world --wide concert 
·"Sure," you say rather hesitantly· because as tom:,(during whick she made a stop at Barton Hall), 
you recall from the last time i played' a record on with most ,of them appearing originally on_ her six 
your stereo, I dropped a beer can on the tone arm previous albums. Only one song, however, comes 
and it knocked the <:rap out of your needle. , ' fro~ her first alb~m·an in_cr~dibly beautiful version 
, . I take the first record of the two album set out 0 ! Cactus T_ree . She rarely performs any of her 
of its cover, handling .it like the crown jewels, and earlier songs ·a_nymore, explaining that she has 
I place it on the turntable, Suddenly, Y.OU find ch~nged those fmt songs. 
- yqur cra!llped-- dorm transformed. into a giant __ Thereare also ·two new, previously unrecorded 
·- -auditorium, or maybe just-a small cafe somewhere songs on this album: ·'Jericl)o", which deals with 
in Winnipeg. Some impressive · looking fellow the i!)visible, unpenetrable walls we build ar01,1nd 
comes on stage and says, "And now ladies and_ ourselves, saying "just like Jericho let those walls.· 
gentlemen, it is our pleasure to present...Miss Joni come tumbling down," and "Love and Money." 
Mitchell." And the music begins. This is a great album, but don't take my word 
For- cat!-. ,vl_1_p like putting on lht:> dog 
Like I said, record reviewers who try to make for it. Listen to the record sometime in a living 
their articles sound like a work of art are a pain if _ room with a. fire place, a c_at on you~lap, and. a -
the ass. bottle of sherry shared with someone you ca-re· for. 
You 'II' see. It's an experience not found on any 
_otherJ.iYe album today. THE SALTY DOG 
.. 
Wl'rP l hP ·!-."'-'l ng-iest "plal:l' in to¼·n 
llha('a. New York 
Tl!l 1:~. BERNIE MILTON FREE 
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· suc_cessjul By Sam Milgrim, 
"Vanishing-Point" is coming .. to_ IC thisweekend. 
For those,.,of YQU who are. nuts_-for "action films", 
. this· is the <ine for·you. The ti}m is the -st9ry- of a 
man, a vanis~ing ,breed of man,. an individualist. 
:This mllll Kowl!lski is the type of man· who can 
only·-be captured- by society after he is destroyed. 
The film follows }he racing exploit~ of this man 
·as he drives·.from"Oenver ,almost to San Francisco 
with the police of four states on ·his tail. It's an 
int~resting violent'. action film with some really 
gi:ea! music in it (Delany, Bonnie and friends,-
Mountain and .. others). It will be presented on 
Thursday1*-9:30 and on Friday .at 7:00 and 9:30 
"for .SO. in T102. __ - . 
. On Saturday and __ Sunday; one of the most 
controversial films made· in recent years will .be 
presented_ in Tl02- Deliverance. In an excellent 
adaptation from: the James Di~key (who also has a 
bit p~rt) best seller, director John Boorman weaves 
a fantastic tale (helped by the fact· that _Dickey 
also wrote the screenplay). - --
Despite the fact that the film is over-burdened 
with messages in parts, the overall message of the 
book still shows through. In fact the scenic 
wonders of th~ film help to- underscore the 
· ·at ·Cornell 
,, 
By Cindy Schwartz 
· Billy Joel, pne of the reigning kings of Long 
lslapd. Sound; performed at CorneJl'g Bailey Hall -
shortly'before vacation .. · · 
After five years of wallowing in the wasteland, 
Billy-Joel emerged last year with his• hit"Piano 
Man;':'whlch tsstill his most well known song. 
In: concert, with his great abundance of inborn 
- confidence, he was once again successful with 
·"Piano Man", in which he relates to his days of 
playing in a Los Angelo es piano bar under_ the 
name of Billy Martin. . 
- The middle American sentimentality expressed 
in '.'Piano Man" is a common theme to ·his songs. 
His all-encompassing "Captain Jack" may best 
expr_ess the sentimentality in showing despairing 
portraits of.suburban life. . · 
·.::: Elton John. His ·a'robidextrous ability to play ho.th 
-keyboar~s and. ~oo~- at the_ same time was 
, fascinating to watch.·- • ' · 
· "The~Eiitertainer", )oel's /urre~t AM radio hit, 
which tells of the callousness of the music business 
(resembling Harry Chapin's song "WOLD") is just 
another example of a song that was perfectly 
executed. 
Billy Joel was clearly a .crowd pleaser. He 
played for over two hours, playing nearly every 
song fron, both his popular albums (He never plays 
any tunes from his early album "Cold Spring 
Harbor"). He was definately concerned with giving 
the audience their money's worth. 
After the performance the crowd exploded and 
chanted for more, which was generously returned 
by the. dynamic Billy Joel in terms of five encores:-
On the same bill, with the· similarity ending 
there, w?s Wendy Waldman. She was worlds away 
from being the crowd pleaser that Billy Joel was. 
Wendy Waldman, a songwriter most notabfy for 
Mari~ Mu!daur, stepped out on her own to 
perform m concert and struck out-badly_ 
~lth~ugh her music is acceptable, and I enjoy 
hstenmg to her on· the radio, her performance in 
conce_r:t was terrible. Her cool aloof manner and 
"spaced" ~ay of talking seemed quite phony. She 
seemed to be totally "into her own head" 
performing just to test out the sound system an"d 
to entertain herself. She lacked communication 
with the audience, and her boredom on stage 
showed up clearly. 
- -- message because of the contrast between nature's 
beauty and 1he. ugliness and sickness of man's 
- world. You, the viewer; learn much from tlie filni 
as it is· !?imple to identify with: the pl~ght of tlie 
suburbanites trapped in th~ clutch of nature in the 
wilderness of North Qeorgia. The point of the film 
is not nature's cruelty · but the cruelty of man in 
After seeing Billy Joel perform on stage, his 
albums '"Piano Man" and "Streetlife Serenade'~ 
seem to lack something. It is his vi'vaciou~ness and ,---------------------------
/ 
•• 
\ 
.~ 
I. • .... 
manner of humoring the audience that add 
another dimension to the-albums, which makes for· 
·a rather enjoyable e_vening. - . . . 
' To his credit, Joel is simple andindirect_He states 
nature. · 
exactly what he feels; his lyrics give us glimpses of 
the_ head and heart of Billy Joel. There are no 
hidden introspective lyrics to· investig.ite. What 
some people interpret as crud~ness is his 
"Deliv·erance" will -be presented on Saturday 
and Sundlly at 7:00 ·and 9:30 in Tl02 for .75. 
Also coming up at the lthaflicks in the near future-
" America'n Graffiti," "Last Tango in ,Paris". 
"Gone With The Wind': and more. Read 
upcoming lthacans for more details. 
'straightforward openness and honesty. · 
A talented keyboardist, as displayed in 
"RootBeer Rag~' and "The Mexican Connection", 
Joel's piano style credibility imitates the vitality of 
6 Picks up 
Pyth·on Circus 
. .. . . , 
. 
Monty Python's Flying 
Circus, the unique, 'zany and 
utterly outrageous BBC-TV' 
series is coming to Ithaca 
College's own Channel 6. 
---~onsored··. by _ tl)e Student 
Activities Board, each program 
will be air~d poth Monday and 
Wednesday evenirtg,at 9:00 with 
a new show each week. 
"Python", as it is invariably 
called by_ close friends, probably 
1s the first. ·sample of 
unretouched, undiluted British 
zaniness · offered · to a large 
American TV --audience. 
'.'.Python·,, humor defies 
description. Newsweek magazine 
called it the-- "cream of British 
_ c·omedy." Th~ show ::onsists of_ 
live ·ski ts;_ sight"" gags 
inte·rmingled w1t.h filmed 
location· antics and . all. tied 
together with outrageous 
animations .. ft, is one of the 
wildest; wooliest, and most 
·-insane television .series .. Jr:om the 
· BBC you '11 ever see .. 
- There is no person known as 
"Monty Python\ and the show 
does not deal with and from of 
flying or any type of circ_us. 
"Monty Python" is ~he name 
used coilectively by six of-
Britain's · bri.ghtest young 
comedy writers;actors, Graham 
Chapman, John Cleese, '. Terry 
-~-GUliam, -Eric' Idle, Teny. Jones, 
and _ }tichael , Pallin. All are 
graq1;1ates~ ot· Ox.ford __ or.· 
Cambridge,'. with. the'exception 
of the.lone.Angli~ized A'merfr·an, -
·,.-- T~rry·Gilliam; who.is responsible,. 
. for ·-ttre unique -animations and - _,. 
. :·artwork .wliich _is so· -'Vital-a-part ... 
'of .e~_ry ~l).isode .. ,. . . ' .: ' . 
· To --~v~ lOl! an exa_mpl~ .of 
-what to.exp,,ect, the. first episode; _ . 
·. w!iicll'-will be· sh9~. Jan. 20and --. · 
-M_usic· Box 
Saturday Jan. 1 B: Fred Kronacher '75, piano. 
, Sonata in A Major, • 331 and Sonata in F Major, 
K. 332 by Mozart. Waltz In G flat Major, Opus 70, 
N. 1; Bacarolle In F sharp _Major, Opus 60. Elude 
in A Minor, Opus- 25, No. 1; and Scherzo In E 
Major, Opus 54 by Chopin. 2 p.m. Walter Ford 
Hall. -
Sunday· Jan. ·19, Nance Green, guest cellist; 
Louis Smith, accompanist. Sonata In E,M.-.Jor by 
Francois Francoeur. Sonata In F_ Major, Opus 99, 
No. 2 by Polonaise Brlllante, opus 3 by Chopin. 
Ms. Green Is presently enrolled at the Julllard 
sci:,001 of Music where· she Is studying with 
Leonard Rose. While attending the College In 
-1970-71 .she_ was a_ pupll o!_ Elnar Hotm. Louise 
Smith Is a resident of Ithaca and is on the staff of 
the Community Music School and maintains a 
orivate teachlna studio. 
I 
"MA YIRS' SMOKE~SHOP. 
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--All. -$~~ker'• 'h:ppliea 
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DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
S.A.B 
i>RESENTS. _:DELIVERA-NCE 
STARR'.ING 
Burt Reynolds 
& 
Jon Voi~ht 
Sat. Sun. 
Ti02 
7:00 & 9.30 
.75 
'272 ~IOI 
r 
The Air Force Pilot 
hasitmade. 
Air FQrce ROIC 
willb~you ~e it. 
/" 
Here's how. 
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will pro-
vide the flying lessons. It'll be in a small 
light airplane; but-you're. started t~wards 
the day when you'll sqlo in an Air Force jet. 
-That's only one of the benefits .of the Air Force 
ROTC f>l,pJ.,rram. Gonsider all this: 
Scholarships that _cover full t_uition. Plus 
reimbursement for textbooks. Plus lab and 
incidental fees. -
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, lo~8e as you like. 
Interested? Contact.________ __ 
·.- , ,\-., : : :·.: _: _npw/~~~.!'.soJnf§!hins,;;~~unpl!l_tely . --: _. - . ...,,-..., ~t.•l..:;ii--: ""4'1 ~....,;."'!'" at -...., 
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·~ .. · ._t!,u_.., 7 .__.:~.· _·m·. -'a_i~,~-,~·.· ,~£_. ··,·_~-~.~:_·~\_._;~_:-_~,-:~Jk_·.·t, ·:_·: ___ -.'·· breast,'. and can also back' up Reifstock·, from· Pittsford. and :ieestybsprints. 
~w,111 5~f'fl. lt,vll lf#E' ::,--i~.;,-1 ~ Handler·:in the ·divirig events. · freshman ·.Mike··. -.-Quinn from "The· -talent is t..here," 
.... _. -. -- __ , , . · ..... · , · - ·_ ',I'ljat- . .may ·not·.be necessary .. ..as ·suffalo: ··.Reifsteck, made commented Ware, "now if we 
, · '·w(n~i11: :_1e.td~ir ,!~:-~ ~,~~1.1:· -- . · -- ._ t~rno; iJr;;~~:~~rt;r~~t~1 f~~Eas~ttt;i~aerii~~0~!~~t ~}!;f~!rn;eb::st :~~t ~~ti;!· 
. . . __ ni~t probiem ·ltasn't -been ·as· was diving.bef~re vacatio!'-.-Rick Steve Kunkel is in his second 
. , · By Davt; Rives'. . -acute_, this y.ear;-. th9ugh,. but was new t<? the ~vent...this y_ear, yeaF- as a rapidly improving 290 
·: One -thing. will· b~- on t~e depth is still_ a major problem: _ ~ut .g~~ · mto h1~ _ own with a bre?5tstroke man and IM.er, and 
•mnds -of coach Bill .·Wares The- . .squad has somw -good· clutch· performance on the 
iiW?,Jjimers during the next fwo line.--taiijrt. with freshman Steve,· l;>oards against Buffalo to help 
m<:>nths. _ That orie thing· !-5 the· Kirkpatrj.t!( and sophrn.ore Bruce 1he Ithacans pull out th_at meet-
_prospe_ct of.- the _first_ w1nning.~Gillies':both from Pittsford as m th_e n~xt to last.event .. 
-season in the spo_rt's hi$t(?O" 3:t , weir ~f' this y~ar's-·co-captains Freshman Frank Fit~immom 
Ithaca College. ·It won't be-easy;-.~ophtnore· .. Steve· Wilson. and from Malone, N.X. ha_s·improved 
as Ithaca's ·-opponents- are as junior Seott·Handler. _ tremendously in the 200 and 
tough·as evet>;ihis..winter. - ·~:Kirkp:at'ric!: .· has -already 509 freestyle ~vents, giving the 
"We tied C~rtlAnd and upset smashed ·"tlie _cotl;ege 200 l!ha~ns stren~th in...those areas·, 
RPI last year, , ,remarked Ware, ·bitckstroke- .mark· several ·times w h 1 l ~ . s ~_Ph m ore Bob 
"~tit· bot1r:·l:l~e ~.improved .t~ over, ·and -has"·shot aTiowering McC~rmac.~ from R?ches~er _has 
· wmt~r. -We ·will ·'hav~ to . rea)ly_ ·th& 200-IM; stai)clard before the .· been steadily droppmg his time 
work_hard.Ji!)w, after.~uch a long; season : ends-~- in. ·Mai:ch. Steve ~in th~ .200 !>ackstroke. The duo 
vacationi-to get ready for ·our _leads. the· swimmers in scoring of ~irkpaJlick and McCo_rma~k 
next meet." The 'Bombers, who ·with 46 points; Gillies'is- Ithaca's . should score a lot of points m 
'MISTER -DO•T 
,..,_,'2 
. fhe·Best ... 
-· oi _Coffee 
in Tow• 
JffSOUTIIIIUNW 
-11 Ille Wll1.&,1 GIIIII 
at COIUIUlllff COltlU5 
OPEN 6.00 a.m. ···11 :00 p.m. 7 DAYS 
, are ~-3 at· this ;-point, will -'be top sprint~r in· ~e so· and 1 oo lh:at event_ for the Bombers' this 
shooting for the.500 mark wlieli freestyle, and is· third in scoring wmter. ,_. ___ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
tltev· tr~vel to Kings-College with·3~ points.-mmdler has been .--------------
. m Penn._.next Tuesday. a top threat as a diver for the 
The following:Satur~ay, lthaca.Bo.mb.ers ':·:for "the· past 
ho~ts Geneseo St. in another two-and-one-half years, and is 
tough m~et. · . · , second ·to· Kirkpatrick with 42 
Ware lS looking for continued points. Wilson is Ithaca'S'- best 
improvement from various.- 200 .backstroke man ·and backs 
individaul members of his squad up ~irkpatrick ~ in the 200 IM. 
to·. help tum Ithaca College's Steve is also a good distance 
swimming fortunes around. · 
"Each season· during the past ;wimmer and should see action 
few years, we always had a good in the 50.0 and 1000 ·freestyle 
crop of freshmen,'_' remarkec;l the !V~nts. 
coach, "but then they either . 
were injured and couldn~t swim, -
or they trensferrcd to another 
. school and I had to start over 
again." · 
Eviction-· 
-before the old ones· had moved 
out. One old . resident was 
shocked to find a total stranger 
in his room who was playing his 
stereo. -when he arrived back 
continued from page l _ from vacatjon. Th·e new resident 
.apparently thought _that the. 
these Stud t 1 t . · t h . stereo- came with .tpe room as en s a so u 10n o t eir · problems. . · part of the deal. When int"ormea 
Aleta Ka rem, the Area of this Kare._!Jl sa!d ~hat she was 
Coordinator of the Towers felt --not a\l,;are of this mstance but 
that the move would be t~ the that the new residents had every 
s t u d t: n t s ' a d v a n t a g ·e , _right to be in the room·. -
academically. She said that the Orte evicted student felt that 
conditions on the l 0th floor · the pnlblem had"not been solved 
were not conducive to studying -but merely relocated. Whether 
and that somt: students would this.Js· a correct assumption or 
__ proba!>ly benefit from the move. not can't be immediately 
She felt __ that the heart_ 9f the answered. The problem of noise 
problem was "a-personality clash in dormitories is currently being 
among the floors' r~idents" and ·1nves tiga ted by a · special 
tha_t · the sep~~hon of the _committee that hoJ?._es· to· find · 
vanous personalities was the best . workable solutions to the 
soiution to the problem. . ·--. problems that exist in the 
A~cording to .Karem, efforts scJ_1ool's residential lif-e. · 
were made_ ·to ke_ep roommates · 
together but that a lack of 
available dorm space made it 
impossible in several instances. 
It was also -noted that t~e floor- · 
had been warned on several 
-occasions that unless . they· 
calmed down that some sort of 
action would be -·taken by the 
school,· although eviction was 
never mentioned as one of the 
possibilities. _ 
D o n R u n· y o-n , t h e 
· Coordinator of Residential Life, 
.said that after consulting with 
·. the .school's lawyers' it was 
decided that it was not legally 
possible 'for_ the school to 
pros~cute· the few individ_uals . · . 
who were directly" responsible. _-
cUld tha't · this would also be a 
- prejudiced . action. It . was 
therefore. dt?cided. to deal~_:with 
the- problem -~>n a- ·group .level -
instead of an individual one. -
.' }1. . number· of the· evicted 
. student,; had comptaints over the 
.hassle..-0f-having to move on such 
short notice' and the fact that . 
the r_ooms,in some cases had the ... 
. n~vr. 'resident moving. in even ·-
- - ' . T.~--: .. -_-
'·~ 
I •-. ' ,. 
'• rj 
20·1 -·S; TlOGA ST. 
- -
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-HERMANN. 
"I have never seen anything like itj)efore and doubt 
that I will see anything quite likl! it again. The film, 
·· like the book, will s~un and bewilder. But it will also 
exhilarate and intox_icate." 
-HENRY MILLER. 8,q Sur, C,1/d 
"Beautiful, imaginative and engrossing."' 
FOR 
MADMEN 
Q\JlY 
Cut• M,1q,1?tr1,• 
- -- HESSE'S -
-S~~nwo1 
PETER ). SPRAGUE presents MAX v0N ')'{[)ON DO'v\lNIQUE SAND\ in STEPPENW)lf 
rn-~tar~ PIERRE QEMENTI CARLA RO'v\ANELLI Based on the ro,,el_by HERMAJ\N HESSE-
\1uSIC l7y GEORGE GRUNTZ Produced by MELytN FISHMAN ard RICHARD HERLANO 
~
1
1 R-:.1-,. -. :.-"-'.:~-:·-· ~-__ :-:-]..,.._ Executive Prodx:er PETER i SPRAGUE Witten arxi Girected l,; FRED HANES 
. . ··· ·.-.,. ·, ., .. · f" [l[]j 00.B'fSYSTEM I Q/R FlMS. INC. Rek>ase DIR 
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. Women fate ... ···.·.: -~.,.r._:·:·--.- :: .. ~-- .:·.:.>.-.:_·.-·>-·: 
. . CC. GYMNASTS· ~iN-~·FIRST-. :~ · .Oli :.~~~;e' ~~_;,~ ~!haca-' ·.but '.*er~:~~ye.e_xceiI~nt'.. depth. 
MEET . · ; - . . ·· · .. enter~· ·only : four: .. c~mpetitors, ·· and·· everyone scores well. The. . 
. . . 
co111petitiile. :·)liiitet· ::· ... 
' . . . . . ~--·- '. . . 
The_._lthaca Gymnastic ·Team· ano. took the·.- top fout pl~ces. womJn }erformed . ~xcellently 
coached by Mrs. Harriet ·Carnes Leslie Benn~ placed first~~th a and the rest of the season looks 
met ·the. ·co~neu ·.·women's _} .. o. Betsy SunmonssC?r-~da6·,9 quit_e·promisingfois!Jcces.5.: 
Gymn~tic team· coachecfby·Ms. ,:r second pl,c~; whi~~- San_dy 
Gretchen Downsing at home on ertrand sc.ored a S.4 for third 
by Dave Rives The Bombers have a .tough 
game with East Stroudsberg oh Saturday, December 7th for place. T~ finish' the ev~nt, Debie CLASSIFIEDS their first v.ictory of the season. Leach plac,,ed fo~rth with a-close Kathy; 
This is the first year the: f'.,rnell . 5 ·3·. No more sneaking'in. Happy 
has had a women's gymnastic First and second place on the Birthday. -
team. Cornell performed quite · -uneven bars were tak~n, by Kathy 
well, but they were no match for· FreshmaJ1 Ja!llce.' Pasquale· and T th · · 1 
·1 he coughest part of .the the 14th .. East:year'Stroudsberg 
season is coming up for Ithaca finished second 111,.the regional 
College's· women's swimming Mij:1--Atlan#c·t~~ainent, losing 
team. The girls face seven rugged to lmmacrilata -College in the 
dual meets during the next five championsh~p.' . game by' ni~e 
weeks before the NYSAIAW points;· for-hnrilaculata, the· win 
meet at Binghamton on the 21st brought.·them their third sttaight 
and 22nd of February. Included Mi d';."A't-l'a·ntic · title\: '-i=ast 
in the schedule is a trip up to Stroudsb~rg .· went on· ).o.· the 
Waterloo, Canada for the nationals-~at Kansas, at -Kansas 
Waterloo International .StatelasfMarch.· · 
h . d IC . . Pam, Frey ·with a score ·of 5.4 ,o. e cunous ~Y m C ark:. t e expenence ' .. gymnasts. and 5,1 C 11 t k ·th· d Id mtroduce myself since you're. Th I C t · · t all . . ome oo u , d . . . e · . . gymnas s swep t rth d fifth 1 1 C Y•1)8 to find out who l am but l four ~vents; flo9r exercise,· P~u d .. -~h· ·t1t-> 1?!=_e.-. .., 3·.6· likekeepingsecrets. · -yaulting, uneven.'., bars, and batce_. S>~. 81-W11 .. ·11c· ... ~:.::..o .... _.,_.'A:-. :· ·. Anew face · ·· 
swimming meet on January 24th · 
b I b I -0 · . · e ween . . en uuu:,·~·an.,. .. , .· a ance earn. n ~or_ exei;c1se Andrea Tindei:. · ._. .,·. .,. :.: _ :. _ _.,.._ ___ : 
the LC. gymnasts took the top . Th t · --hi_. .... _ .. · · f · ... -Dear'-'Who'sthatgirl" 
five places. · 13etsy Simmons, a · · e 0 P: ··t _ee, -~~-~s_ · JOf:ll .. . · , 
freshman at Ithaca scored a 7.4 each, teaip_ i!fe ~e.~·-fo~ :th~, Jbroqgh all the~ ... 
and 25: Veteran coach Debbie 
Wuest plans to take a squad of 
ten up to that'meet which brings 
teams together. from across the 
nation and Canada to compete 
against each other, The 
swimmers also are planning a 
swim-a-thon on February 2 to 
help the team .raise money to 
send qualified swimmers out to 
"I think· that we have the for fi!"!lt place. Leslie Berman a team scores which..,we:~-·lthaca DearMystery GU'½· 
senior veteran piaad .seco~d 76.6 and· Coifte)I: •. ?5.9. The Through:all the m1sfortune,it's 
potential to do well against ·aI! of with a 7 3 Third ··rourth and It h·ac 8 g:ymnasts · had a still ,iood to have you around~ these teams " commented ' the · · ' ' · fi . ·. N n1 · ME • 
h- •··t• ' · t b a1· fifth places were taken by Debie· sensational irst meet;· ot o y coac 1 s gomg o e a re . . th t d · high 
h ll ' . 11 d . · Leach. with a 7 .2. , Marny are ey s ro_ng an sconng , c a enge, especia y unng that.. · F It ·th· 6 8 d Eu· - · . ornwa Wl a . an . en one week w~en we play five. Ch'ld .. 'th .
6 3 
.. ;.. · ___ .,;..__:_ ____________________ __, 
b t , } k' l S WI a . . games, u we re oo mg I lti D b' ·L · h ~ forward to ·t " n vau ng, _e 1e _eac • 
' · placed first With a handspring. ·THE / I 
the nationals in Arizona. 
,----------------~ I I - · Ian!.,' or .\/11111/ ho111Jllt'I., 
With one win under their 
belts, lthaca College's women's 
basketball team heads into the 
toughest part of their season 
hoping to shake off the effects 
of their long Christmas vacation. 
I Watch for the first part of a two I I part football feature starting in I 
I next week's sports section of I · 
. : ]Ii! Jthra,1 : 
vault scoring a 8.0. Ellen Childs 
came· in second place with a 6.9, 
while junior Marie Welch scored 
a ·6.4 for third place. Mamy 
Fomwalt ·came in fourth with a· 
6.3 and Tina Copithom a senior 
,at J.C. placed sixth with a 5.9. 
.•. LANTATION. 
'.· . . . . ,h-,·,m,,,..,: <I ,.;,.,1 ,1 .,.,.,.,, 
/ .. lRUl:ST Sl:1.Ht'/0\ /\ IT/I IC. l 
The Ithaca's kick off that part 
of the season when they host 
Canisius on January 27th at 
7:30 in the Light Gym. 
~ · "We have two weeks to 
prepare for that game," 
commented BombeT coach Doris 
Kostrinsky: "We should he in 
playing shape by then. 
Competitive winter 
We have ·a 
competitive winter ahead of us." 
Coach Kostrinsky is looking 
forward to that game with the 
Golden Griffins, and it should be., 
a good game for he·r te~m. Last 
year the Bombers downed the 
Griffs 60-38 during the regular 
season and then heat them 64-44 
in the New York State 
tournament. 
On the 30th of this month, 
Brooklyn College, a newcomer 
on the Bomber·s schedule comes 
to Light Gym for a 7:30 contt:st. 
Brooklyn will bring some 
impressive credentials as last 
year they were seeded second in 
the state tournament. The top 
seeded lthacans never got a 
· chance lo play them, though, as 
they were knocked off by 
Cortland in the· semi-final 
contest, and then disposing of 
Brockport in the championship 
game . 
I I 
I I 
·----------------~ 
FOR SALE: Brand new -steel• 
string guitar, $I(p0, need mo_n~y. 
Call Robin, x-754, 273-9866. 
154 E. State 
273_-'lUI 
. UT 
215 E. SENECA .. ST.REET 
W-EDNESDAYS 
• I 
every bar has something Jot: .. girls-
1 ~ e dugout has somethi.rtgfor gUy·s 
.THE DtiGOUT -)\ THLET1c-· CLUB 
\ 
1 FREE DRINK FO_R· GUYS 8:30 .. 9:30 __ , · 
H.APPY HOUR · PRICES 
MIXED DRINKS. 50(· 9~12 
D~·AFTS ·2sc .. l~vc seen them (Brooklyn: play in the state tournament. 
and I think that they are going 
to be, a strong physical 
opponen~, '' · commented coach 
Kostrinsky. 
GIRLS INVITED TO ·SHARE. HAPPY HOUR- PRICES 
The lthacans have a tough 
rodd trip coming up the first 
weekend in February, when 
they travel to Worchester for an 
8PM dash with Worchester 
College on Friday' the 7th. and 
then to Springfield for a. one 
o"clock game that next 
afternoon. The trip should he 
the most competitive part.of the 
season for Ithaca. as both 
schools have been contenders in 
the eastern regional tournament 
over the last several yea·rs. 
The Bom hers have never 
faced either team du1ing the 
regular season, but two years ago 
the Bomb·ers did play 
Worchester in the second round 
of · the eastern regionals at 
Northeastern. The lthaczns, who 
we:e ranked tltird in New York 
State that winter, kep_t the 
pressure ·on 'Worchester, tlie 
tour~ament's fourth ranked . 
team~ before 'finally tfo'wing by' 
,two points in overtime. 
~pringfield·· ... was third ,-in the: 
regi~nals last year._. . . 
-- ' .. 
--.. _.., 
·Tn:uRSDAY· s 
·.... . ' . -:.". . : 
'· 
·- GiltLS:.··N_IG.HT .. OUT 
this ·w_e·ek -,I ' -~--. ', S}ti,,p · 11' sj().,l\jkeds .5()¢-.. 
. ~' :· '... - .. ."-<.': •• 
25·( 'DRAFTS F.OR All 
• • • • • • 0 ', •, • • • \. ' '. 
: I FREE DR-fNK~' FOR GIRLS BETWEEN· 9 .. 10-
·, .. · 
.J 
---Great· financial giveaways 
. \ ' . 
It was announced at 'a 
Student Congress meeting 
earlie1" this · year that the 
administration would soon 'be 
training volunteer IC st1c1dents in· 
underwrite portfon of 
international conference on 
-( biochemistry and metabolism of 
gastrointestinal hormones." 
the art o(.money collecting. . The Ford Foundation ,(of 
That is, sending interested Yereni fa?1e) _gra~ted $2~3,725 
students ou't ,to various to ·the Uruversity-'of Washmgton 
philanthropical foundations and in Seattle. It's a three year gra:qt 
millionaires in ·an attempt to to develop male contraceptives 
raise money for bettering the involving administration of 
faculty· and in turn, the progestins. 
education at ·Ithaca College. The Correctional Service of 
While these people are hare. Minneapolis, Minnesota, received 
at work, poring over ~roposals $20,300 from the Bush 
and creating slide show Foundation of that state to 
pres-entations, the very supporttheplanningofaproject 
foundations they will be asking· to devise incentives to improve 
for -grants are busy giving away · t~e performance of probation 
money to other colleges and officers. _ 
institutions. While the majority And finally, who says being 
(approximately 9'9%) are for in a fraternity aoesn't have its 
;ipparently very worthwhile and· rewards?_ The Carnegie 
valid causes, there is the one per · Foundati~n gave $10,0pO to the 
cent that causes one to raise an United Chapters of Phi Beta 
eyebrow or even laugh out loud. Kappa to form -a committee to 
study Phi Beta Kappa. (This-isn't 
a typo- 'they'~ going to study 
themselves ... for $10,000.} 
·Hockey_ 
'· 
Ithaca's hockey ~quad 
Jroppe,!l their third meet of the 
season last night to Elmira 
College at Lynah Rink. 
The final score, was 3-2 after 
both teams had ended regulation 
time deadlocked at 2 all. . 
The Bombers raced out to a 
2-0 lead on first period goals by 
Bob Jackson and Rick Murphy. 
Bob Olsen got the assist on 
Jacksqn's goal at 2:20, Dave Ye.a 
assisted on Murphy's goal just 
over a minute later. 
Elmira made it 2-1 with 13 
seconds left in the second pariod 
on a goal by Jerry Kirby: Jeff 
Barton fo_undthe LC. net 
midway in ,'the final period to 
send the game into overtime. 
In either case, it brings to 
mind an all-important and 
serious question: where are all 
these people getting so much 
money to give ·away? And why 
are they giving it to some of the 
organizations and ~uses · that 
follow? Actually, though, ours is 
not to wonder why, ours is just 
to stand in awe. 
Different slopes for different follcs 
The following examples 
come from edition four of the 
Fo!:adation Center's guide to · 
charitable organizations. The 
Foundation· Center, (888 7th 
Ave., New York City) provides ' 
library services, research, 
information and publications on 
such charitable found.,!1-tions. ' 
The f'.ord - Foundation: 
blessed the Centre of Yemeni 
Studies in Sanaa, Yemen, with 
$92,000. Purpose:_ for research 
on several 11spects of -Vemeni. 
life. 
The Moody Foundation: . 
$32,500 to the University of 
Texas' Medical Branch, 
Department of Surgery. "To-
PythQn· 
continued from page 7 
a visit with Arthur Ewu:g and hi 
mu<>i<'al mice: trained to squea 
out melodies on a unique 
"mouse organ", not to mention 
a probing d9cumentary on the 
social proplem of mice and men, 
;nchiding a TV interview with a 
man who wants tQ become ---.a 
mouse: These mixed with flying-
sneep and that fantastic British 
humor which ii. so much a part 
oi · "Monty Python's Flyin 
~ircus"' make for a· wonderfully 
entertaining show. 
G,hannel 6, which if opera~ed 
by ICTV' is very excited about 
presenting this uniquely 
produced program to . 1.C. 
students. 
The program is a must for 
anyone with a twisted, irreverent 
sense of humor, andeveryontelse 
for that. matter. 
--------
·,iNOl/J 
PRINTING 
COIWOH \TIO'\ 
On January 11, a hot-dog skiing instructiqnal program became 
available for those perSons interested in learning the techniques of 
· free-style skiing,. according to a recent announcement by Gordon 
Richardson, Ski School Director at Greek Peak Ski Area. Included in 
the free-style program are up-right aerials, high speed, mogul skiing 
and ballet. The program will consist of six one and one half hour 
lessons on consecutive ,Saturdays and will be taught by specially 
trained instructors from the Greek Peak Ski School staff. 
In addition, Richardson stated that Free-style competitions will 
· take place on Sunday, beginning January. 12 and will be open to the 
first fifzy persons to enter. Competition will begin at noon. 
Participants may earn medals based on scoring achieved at the 
completion of each day's competition. 
For more information and details contact Gordon Richardson 
or Michael Cobb at Greek Peak, RD 2, Cortland, NY or call (607) 
835-3655. 
'-. 
M.•mt·~ lt· I 
:i.oo Stall· S1 
llhaca. r'l,l'\\ Yori-. 
:!7 2--XOllO 
Hou•• of Shalimar 
IIEN'S AWi) WOMEN'S FOLK WEAR HANO IC RAFTS AND ACCESSORIES. HANDBLOCKED 
*'IIDDS. ~GS.JEWEtRV. INCENSE POSTERS "EXOTIC HAND EMBROIDERED 
AUTHENTIC FOLK DESIGNS 
1
COLDRFUL PEASANrBLOUSES TUNICS'. DRfSSfS 
ROBES ANO CAFTANS AND BODY OIL 
Go on.a buy mg spree w11hou1 901119 on a spending spree. 
/ 
41 b 1:·asl State_ Strcl't. \ .- OPEN:-Monday thru Saturday till 9:00 PM 
'Sundays till_8_:00 PM 
,_ithaca. N.Y. 1-1850. 
\ Fou .11.1. > ·u, ·n 
PUI.\TJ.\'(; .\",D:"/JS 
( 
• fill 7-: 7E. :"SI}(/-...,,_ 
- , . ~. -. 
The lthacan January 10, l 'J7::>, rage 11 
WELCOl\~E BACK iTIIACA COLLEGE! 
It's A Boogie Thing With 
THE 
JAMES COTTON 
BAND 
Thursday & Friday- Jan. lli, 17 
Drink Specials ~II Nigl,! 
Saturday, Jan. 18 
COUNT BASIE AND HIS 
ORCHESTRA 
:i&llp.m. Tickets $5.00 
Thursday. Friday & Saturday.---, 
Jan.23,24,25 
:.pH@EQE )N@W 
~-- Tickets $3.00 
COMING SOON: --- -- -------
Tr£ PERSUfl)l@NS 
Jan. 31, Feb. 1 
AZTEC TWO- STEP 
Feb. 6, 7, 8 
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR 
Feb 14.15·· 
Tic:ket Outlets: 
tG. Millers, Midtown_ Records. 
People's Place, Record People 
( in Cortland·) & Egbert Union. 
the unicorn 
' .. 
3rd floor, T .G. Millers 
3~8 e111sfstate street 
' 
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